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Abstract

Effective Bandwidth is a powerful tool in modeling bandwidth and buffer requirements for multiplexed data

sources. It is often approximated that an additional service capacity equal to the effective bandwidth of the

source is required for every additional data source added to the multiplexed stream given a fixed buffer size

and maximum blocking probability. This implies that a multiplexing gain can be achieved since additional

buffer is not required with additional data sources. In this work, we consider other choices of bandwidth and

buffer for a multiplexed case. By setting a price for bandwidth and buffer, we determine an optimal choice for

the two resources. We consider the savings between simpler resource allocation schemes with that of the

more complex optimal allocation scheme. We are interested to characterize the multiplexing gain so that we

may determine if the savings in multiplexing outweighs the additional complexity of choosing optimal buffer

and bandwidth at the multiplexor. In this regard, we find that the cost savings of optimal allocation over certain

other allocation schemes is increasing and convex. By considering the case of On/Off Markov Fluids, we are

able to obtain expressions for the optimal resource allocation path and resulting cost savings.

I.  Introduction

In this paper, we consider a single homogenous service, multiplexing node with resources of buffer and band-

width and assume costs for the respective resources. Based on the concept of effective bandwidth [1] [2] [3]

[4] [5], the multiplexing node’s resource requirements may be characterized by a bandwidth vs. buffer curve

specific to the source type, number of sources, and QoS. Although, any combination of buffer and bandwidth

on the curve will satisfy the QoS requirement, there is a unique, optimal operating point on the curve which

minimizes the combined buffer and bandwidth costs. 

We characterize the savings of optimal allocation over that using simpler allocation schemes parameterized

by the number of sources being multiplexed. The three alternative schemes are Fixed Buffer, Incremented

Buffer, and No Sharing. With Fixed Buffer (FB), the bandwidth resource increases by the ‘effective bandwidth’

with every source being multiplexed. With Incremented Buffer (IB), the buffer increases in fixed increments

with the number of sources being multiplexed and the bandwidth is increased as necessary to satisfy the loss



probability requirement. Finally, the No Sharing (NS) scheme considers the case when buffer and bandwidth

are not shared between sources. We are interested to know if the cost benefit of optimal allocation outweighs

the additional complexity. Additionally, we are interested to characterize the optimal allocation and cost sav-

ings with varying numbers of sources. 

In section II, we define the model for multiplexing of homogenous sources using the schemes of optimal allo-

cation, Fixed buffer allocation, Incremented Buffer allocation, and No Sharing allocation. This model relies on

previous approximations that effective bandwidths are additive. More recent work has suggested improve-

ments to that approximation. It is generally accepted that the additive nature of effective bandwidth is due to

temporal gains of multiplexing while gains of capacity sharing are reflected in an effective bandwidth per

source which decreases with the number of sources being multiplexed [6] [7]. In section III, we examine

results for a wide variety of sources whose effective bandwidths are convex decreasing functions of buffer

length. We give conditions for optimal allocation and proceed to show that the cost savings of optimal alloca-

tion over other allocation schemes is increasing and convex in the number of sources. In section IV, we con-

sider Markov fluid On/Off sources and examine the multiplexing model and optimal resource allocation path

as a function of number of sources. 

II.  Resource Allocation Model for Homogenous Multiplexing

In this section, we define a model to evaluate combinations of buffer and bandwidth at a multiplexor for differ-

ing numbers of homogenous sources given a constraint on blocking probability. Our model is based on the

well-accepted concepts of effective bandwidth. By using a fixed cost for additional unit bandwidth and addi-

tional unit buffer we define an optimum resource allocation combination which varies with the number of

sources being multiplexed. Further, we will compare the cost of the optimum allocation point with the cost of

other allocation points obtained using simpler allocation schemes. We define the differences in the costs

between these alternative schemes as cost savings which may be achieved through multiplexing.
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Consider a model to evaluate alternative buffer and bandwidth combinations parameterized by the number of

sources being multiplexed (Figure 1). The curve labeled g(x) illustrates the effective bandwidth for one source

as a function of buffer length x given a predefined loss constraint. We assume g(x) ranges between the peak

rate and mean rate and is convex and decreasing in x [Elwa93]. Approximating the effective bandwidth of n

sources into a buffer of length x as n times the effective bandwidth a single source into a buffer of length x, the

corresponding curve for n sources is n g(x).

To evaluate which allocation points may be more desirable, we define CB and CC to be the costs per unit

buffer and bandwidth respectively and m to be the ratio CB/CC. We equate optimal resource allocation for n

multiplexed sources with the least cost point on the n source effective bandwidth curve n g(x). We are inter-

ested to characterize the path of optimal allocation points parameterized by n. The optimal cost C*(n) (EQ 3)

can be obtained by the dot product of the cost vector (CB,CC) and the allocation point given in (EQ 2). The

buffer value x*(n) which minimizes the system cost is also varying with the number of sources n. Define the

optimal allocation point P*(n) In Figure 1, we illustrate a sample optimal allocation path.

(EQ 1)

(EQ 2)

 (EQ 3)

Consider an allocation scheme in which buffer is fixed at x*(1) and bandwidth is set to n g(x*(1)). In this

scheme, the allocation point for one source is optimal and an additional service capacity equal to the effective

bandwidth is required for every additional source. We define allocation points for this scheme of Fixed Buffer

PFB(n). The path of PFB(n) is a vertical line (Figure 1). The cost path of PFB(n) is given by CFB(n)

(EQ 4)

(EQ 5)

Alternatively, we might increment the buffer resources by x*(1) with every source and choose the correspond-

ing capacity n g(n x*(1)) which takes advantage of multiplexing gains. This scheme of Incremented Buffer is

given by (EQ 6) and (EQ 7) below. 

(EQ 6)

(EQ 7)

Finally, consider the allocation scheme consistent with no sharing of resources. The allocation points are then

given by PNS(n) = (nx*(1),n g(x*(1)) and the path constitutes a line with slope g(x*(1))/x*(1) (Figure 1). The

cost path CNS(n) increases linearly with n.
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(EQ 8)

(EQ 9)

Since C*(n) is defined by the minimum cost allocation, then fixed buffer scheme cost CFB(n), the incremented

buffer cost scheme CIB(n), and the no sharing cost CNS(n) must each be greater in value. We define a cost

saving  = CFB(n)-C*(n) relating optimal allocation over fixed buffer allocation, a cost savings

 = CIB(n)-C*(n) of optimal allocation over the incremented buffer and a cost savings  =

CNS(n)-C*(n) of optimal allocation over no sharing. 

Partial Variable List

n: Number of homogenous sources being multiplexed

g(x): Effective bandwidth for a data source as a function of buffer length x.

CB: Cost per unit buffer.

CC: Cost per unit bandwidth or service rate.

m: Ratio of CB / CC.

P*(n), PFB(n), PIB(n), PNS(n): Optimal Allocation, Fixed Buffer, Incremented Buffer,

and No Share buffer and bandwidth allocation paths for n multiplexed sources.

C*(n), CFB(n), CIB(n), CNS(n): Cost of Optimal Allocation, Fixed Buffer, Incremented

Buffer, and No Share combination.

x*(n): Optimum buffer allocation for n multiplexed sources.

n*(x): The inverse function of x*(n).

, , : Additional cost of CFB(n), CIB(n), CNS(n) and over

C*(n).

III.  General Sources

In this section, we are concerned with results for the wide category of data sources for which effective band-

width functions are well behaved convex, decreasing functions of buffer given a maximum loss criteria. We

start by examining the conditions of optimal allocation assignment. We will show that the optimal buffer alloca-

tion x*(n) is strictly increasing with the number of sources n. We obtain an expression for the relationship of

bandwidth to buffer when optimal allocation is achieved and we will show that this relationship can be written

as a product of the cost ratio m and a function of the effective bandwidth g(x). We will finish this section by

showing that the cost savings,  and , are both convex and increasing with the number of

sources n.

Consider the effective bandwidth function g(x) in Figure 2. We expect g(0) to be equal or close to the peak

rate of the source and g(x) to approach the mean rate as x approaches infinity. We impose a broad assump-

tion that g(x) is a continuous, decreasing function of x, . 

By (EQ 1), it follows that the equal cost line is tangent to the n g(x*(n)) curve as in (EQ 10). If this condition

can not be met, then x*(n) =0.
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(EQ 10)

 For non-zero x, we may reverse (EQ 10) to obtain the number of sources which can be accommodated under

the optimality condition. In this analysis, we allow n*(x) to be real valued.

(EQ 11)

We now show that the optimal buffer x*(n) is strictly increasing with n in the range where x*(n) >0.

Theorem 1:
An optimal buffer assignment x*(n) which solves the minimization problem in (EQ 1) is strictly in-

creasing with the number of sources n for x*(n) >0.

proof:

Suppose  then 

However, if  then 

since dg(x)/dx is negative and strictly decreasing in magnitude. The contradiction implies x*(n) <

x*(n+1).
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Next, we consider the path of optimal buffer and bandwidth allocation P*(n). By combining (EQ 2) and (EQ

11), we are able to eliminate the parametric variable n and show the relationship of bandwidth to buffer. Note

that the capacity resource for a given buffer x is the ratio of the effective bandwidth to the magnitude of its

derivative scaled by the cost ratio m.

(EQ 12)

Figure 3 illustrates an optimal path. From theorem 1, the number of sources n and the buffer x increase

together. The valid domain of the optimal path P*(n*(x)) is illustrated to depend on the boundary condition

x*(1). It can be shown that if g(x) has an algebraic, asymptotic form , then P*(n(x))

will be convex and increasing.

 

The optimal allocation paths above show how resources increase along the path of minimum cost P*(n). We

compare this minimum cost path with the cost paths of the fixed buffer allocation and the no sharing alloca-

tion. In the following 2 theorems, we show the cost savings to be increasing convex with n .

Theorem 2:
The cost saving  of optimal allocation over fixed buffer allocation is i) increasing with n and

ii) convex in n for n such that x*(n)>0.

proof:

Figure 4 illustrates the effective bandwidth curves for n, n+1, and n+2 multiplexed sources. The points

labeled P*(n), P*(n+1), and P*(n+2) are optimal resource allocation points for n, n+1, and n+2 sourc-

es respectively and the slope of the curve tangent to each of these points is identically -m by the opti-

mality condition. The tangent lines shown may be considered as constant cost lines. The distance

beled , , and  are proportional to the extra cost of the Fixed Buffer scheme over the opti-

mal allocation points respectively since each point on the tangent lines shown have equal costs.

recognize that the additional cost  is equal to CC . Formulate , , and  as fol-

lows:
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To show that  is strictly increasing, we simply take the difference of - . The resul

can be shown to be the integral of a positive quantity over the positive distance from x*(n) to x*(n+1)

(from Theorem 1) and a second positive quantity integrated over x*(1) to x*(n).

Let us now prove the convexity of  by showing that ( - )-( - ) is positive:

(EQ 13)

If both integrals are positive then the sum of the two is indeed positive. Let us eliminate m from the

above integrals by using the optimality condition from (EQ 10) as specified below:

(EQ 14)

The first integral takes the following form:

In the range of x between x*(n) to x*(n+1), the value of the integrated quantity is positive since the

magnitude of the derivative  is decreasing in value by the convex, decreasing assumption

g(x) and Theorem 1. Hence, the integral is positive.

The second integral in (EQ 13) is also found to be positive by substitution of the second line in (E

14):

In this case  is greater or equal with  in the range of x between x*(n+1) and

x*(n+2) by Theorem 1 and the assumed convexity of g(x). 

Therefore ( - )-( - ) is positive for n which satisfy the optimality conditions, i.e.

x*(n)>0 and . 
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Theorem 3:
The cost saving  of optimal allocation over no sharing allocation is i) increasing with n an

ii) convex in n for n such that x*(n)>0.

proof:

From (EQ 4) and (EQ 8), we see that the additional resource of no sharing over fixed buffer allocat

is (n-1)x*(1) with a linearly scaling cost of CB(n-1)x*(1). Thus, our quantity of interest,  =

 + CB(n-1)x*(1).  is increasing and convex from Theorem 2. The additive term

CB(n-1)x*(1) is linearly increasing with n. Therefore,  is also increasing in and convex in n

with the same restrictions for n as given in Theorem 2.

IV.  On/Off Markov Fluids Sources

In this section, we proceed to give expressions for quantities of interest including optimal path P*(n(x)), opti-

mal cost path C*(n), and cost savings , , and  specific to the case of On/Off

Markov fluid sources.

Consider this alternate expression for effective bandwidth gOn/Off(x) in terms of buffer length where  is the on

rate [Elwa93]:

(EQ 15)

Note, the effective bandwidth with no buffer is simply gOn/Off(0) = 2a = . The limiting value of g(x) as 

is the mean rate of the source, . 
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The optimal path for the On/Off source case is then found by substituting (EQ 15) into P*(n(x)) in (EQ 12). 

(EQ 16)

Now, we introduce a Taylor Series approximation for the effective bandwidth function so that we might charac-

terize the nature of the optimal path, the multiplexing gains, and their respective sensitivities. Consider the fol-

lowing Taylor Series expansion of gON/Off(x):

(EQ 17)

We find the effective bandwidth to be decreasing to the mean rate k0 with a dominant factor of k1/x as x grows

to infinity. It can be shown that k0 and k1 are both positive quantities. Using this approximation, P*(n(x))On/Off.

can be expressed as:

(EQ 18)

We see that the capacity requirement is increasing with the square of buffer length which is consistent with

illustration of a convex, increasing optimal allocation path (Figure 1).

The cost savings , , and  of optimal allocation over Fixed

Buffer allocation, Incremented Buffer allocation, and no sharing respectively for the case of On/Off Markov

fluid sources can be found from (EQ 2) - (EQ 9), (EQ 17), and (EQ 18).

(EQ 19)

(EQ 20)

(EQ 21)

Each of the multiplexing gains have a form of  and agree with the previous results concern-

ing convexity of cost savings. The savings over the Fixed Buffer scheme is increasing with a dominant term of

n times (g(x*(1)) minus the mean source rate scaled by the bandwidth cost CC. The savings over the Incre-

mented Buffer scheme has a dominant term of n times the optimal buffer value x*(1) scaled by the buffer cost

CB. Finally, the savings over the No Sharing Scheme shows its dominant value term to be the sum of the pre-

vious two dominant term values.
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V.  Summary

In this work, we have introduced the concept of an increasing, convex optimal resource path of buffer and

bandwidth parameterized by the number of homogenous sources being multiplexed. The gains of choosing

optimal resource allocations due to temporal gains in multiplexing have been shown to be convex, increasing

functions of the number of sources being multiplexed over certain alternative allocation schemes. For Markov

Fluid On/Off sources, the cost savings is shown to have a form of . This work is applicable

to situations where resources in a switch or multiplexing system must be partitioned among different source

classes. A study of this phenomena which incorporates the non-temporal gains in multiplexing would be a

natural extension and future direction. 
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